Introducing Our Exciting Hydrobike Angler Edition

*OUR BEST VALUE: You Get the Angler & Everything Needed to Build The Explorer!

* BURN CALORIES NOT GAS! HUMAN POWERED FISHING, FUN, FITNESS.

$3899.00 CAD REGULAR PRICE, ON SALE $3599.00
Dare to Compare our Angler Edition to Fishing Kayaks
Built in USA, More Stable Than Fishing Kayaks, Higher Vantage Point, World's Strongest
Pedal Powered Drive Comes Standard, Casting Deck, Stealth, Fish On!
Hydrobike Angler takes kayak and canoe fishing to a whole new level. If you’re intimidated by
the thought of fishing from a kayak, you should know fishing from the Angler is a lot easier, more
stable, and much safer. You should know that our proven pedal powered drive comes standard.
If you are looking to upgrade from fishing kayaks to find a more stable craft with all the
advantages and then some you need to check out our Hydrobike Angler. Fishing advantages
aside, there is something for everyone in the Hydrobike Angler.

Propulsion
The leg-powered Angler means no paddling, less noise, and more casts per outing. Translation;
more fish. The Hydrobike drive was developed 30 years ago. It spins a highly efficient 12"

propeller. It is not fixed in the down position. It freely pivots upward when striking bottom or
obstacles. If you encounter weeds, the handy drivetrain lever arm allows you to raise and lower
the prop from a seated position.

It is the most advanced, and longstanding commercially tough pedal drive in the industry. It has
proven itself on all oceans, lakes, rivers, and streams in 76 countries. To prove it's endurance
Steve Anderson rode the bike 1,180 miles for 68 days UP the Mississippi River from the Gulf of
Mexico to St. Cloud, Minnesota in 1994. In 2008, 64 year old Bob Barrett of WA commented that
he had been riding his Hydrobike across Puget Sound on his journey to work for 7 years logging
over 6000 miles.

Cover Large Distances With Ease. Economical, Versatile, & Environmentally Sound
Using the power of your leg muscles coupled with a better than 90% efficient drive system you
can cover a lot of lake without breaking a sweat. This is an easy human powered method of
traveling that burn calories instead of gas! The craft can travel at speeds around 5 mph. With
the Angler you can get in and out of places boats can't navigate. It allows you to explore waters
as shallow as 12". Pedaling your Angler is a very economical way to fish or enjoy your favorite
waterway while getting fit ... with no pollution, or hazard to aquatic life, or the environment.
Stealth, Peace and Quiet. Therapeutic
The Angler catches fish! With no motor rumbling and no noisy paddles slicing through the water
you'll find the fish before they spot you. Sneak up on wary bass with nary a ripple. You'll be up
close even in 12" of water. The peacefulness of the Angler allows for a very calm and relaxing
experience. And on those depressing days when the fish aren’t biting, you'll be happy to be
enjoying nature in solitude with our Angler. You'll be more focused and in touch with your
surroundings. It's downright therapeutic!

Stable, Safe, Sturdy
Safe for two or three riders, our rugged Angler can float 600 lbs. We built our first pontoon
molds 30 years ago. Our floats are indestructible, and will provide you with decades of flotation.
The Angler is unsinkable and virtually impossible to tip. You won't worry about standing or losing
your balance as you might in kayaks and canoes. Combined with the best stand-up stability in
this class, the Hydrobike Angler can take you from fresh water to the open ocean with
confidence. Able to handle 4 foot ocean swells, this type of stability simply can't be accomplished
in kayaks or canoes.
Deck Space, Capacity, Storage
Plenty of deck space, along with ample capacity and storage allows for big riders, lots of gear,
and a roomy rock solid platform to wrestle the big ones! The Angler gives you more than double
the deck space and much more capacity than fishing kayaks. You can even have a partner
stretch out on the side deck for some sun time when the fish refuse to bite.
The front storage console with a flip up lid provides extra space protected from the elements
where you can store more gear, tackle, bait, ice, or extra clothing. You also get 2 mega sized
drink holders molded in to your storage console.

Ride High and Dry. Comfortable, And Perfect Vantage Point To See Underwater
You sit mounted high and dry on a platform raised above the waterline ... not below it. This
gives you a higher vantage point to look at underwater structure and aquatic life when compared
to canoes and fishing kayaks. The seating keeps you upright and high above the water level for
optimal line of sight, viewing angles, and comfort. You can stand and fish all day, or fish
comfortably from an elevated seating position. You can hold position by pedaling so you don't

need to anchor. You won't need to struggle to get up and down in the Angler either. For those
with knee or back issues the Angler is the answer.
Transportability and Portability
You'll enjoy quick tear down and assembly without tools. You'll be in, and out of the water ...
packed and ready to go in minutes. Handy carry straps mounted on the front and back of each
pontoon make carrying and moving a breeze. All pieces can be transported with a pickup, van,
or small trailers. Floats can be mounted on vehicle rooftops with other components stored inside.
Check out the ease of our Explorer (with one less pontoon) at our latest assembly video below;
Hydrobike Explorer Assembly

The Angler Has Something For Everyone
*Bonus: You get everything needed to convert to an Explorer quickly, & without tools!
Great for fishing
Fun, fitness, and exploring for everyone from 8-90
Rentals for Resorts, Camps, Parks, Hotels, Marinas, Entrepreneurs
Families, couples, kids, pets, ride together
Sunbathing
Water Taxi
Water management & testing groups
Dive companies
Fisheries research teams
Pond management
Water, aquatic life, and monitoring markets
Rescue
Specifications
Crew: 1-3
Length: 10 ft.
Width: 70"
Height: 53"
Drive: All steel internals
Gear Ratio: 8.6:1
Propeller Diameter: 12"
Draft: 9" (200 lbs rider, cargo)
Frame: 17" Powder Coated Aluminum
Weight: 165 lbs
Capacity: 600 lbs
Hull Construction: Seamless Rotomolded High Density Polyethylene

Options




Color Choices: hunter, blue, or purple decks and matching storage console with yellow or
hunter pontoons
Custom Front Mounted Rod Holder
Revla Seat and Post for Angler frame

For more info contact John: 1-888-403-9012, or via email at john@hydrobikes.com

